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If having a wrist worn status symbol with a great gleaming screen doesn't give you enough incentive to buy a smartwatch, you need apps. Just like smartphones, a watch without them is a shell. However, while there are more than 1.5 million apps available for Android phones, Android Wear has just a few thousand. And nearly 40% of
them are looking at faces and other bits of customization. So where's the good stuff? We've been using Android Wear watches since we first appeared, and whether you're wearing the classic Moto 360 or Nuelg Urbane, these are smartwatch apps that we think you should check out. One of the few apps that can really justify Android Wear
Watch is what you don't know for Citymapper.this is an amazing travel app that tells you how long it will take to go somewhere and exactly how you can get there using public transport. Unless you live in London, Birmingham or Manchester, that's (at least in the UK). The wear version gives quick orders on how to get home or work from
wherever you're done, and supplies instructions on more complex routes using your mobile phone. Free. Download CityMapper It was one of the earliest Android Wear apps, but since then Google Keeping has really come into its own. As before, you can see the list and tick-off created on your phone. Now you can also dictate notes and
as long as you connect to your phone, or stored Wi-Fi networks (if you're using a Wi-Fi-enabled clock) they can be written in writing. It is undoubtedly one of the best wrist bound organisers currently around. Not every great Google feature comes preinstalled on wear, you know. Free. Download Google Keep Loving Periscope? Can't get
enough of Snapchat? Cord communication is the next strain of the app. Unlike a lot of shared platforms, it's all about audio. You catch a screen-wide button to start recording, making it perfectly suited for any Android Wear watch. The only issue: how many people do you know on the cord? You only need a couple of ready friends to get
on-board to make it worthwhile, but it might require a bit of an effort. Free. Download Cord is a way to let android wear apps a hint that Todoist is still one of the best to-do list apps. Don't get us wrong: The mobile phone Todoist app is a corker, but Android wear is a very limited. It is dead basic. Load the app and you can add new tasks to
a current list by talking to the clock. More useful, though, is the watch from mobile phones, which appear like notifications being able to send a list of tasks. It's perfect for shopping lists, packing for holidays, and much more. Free. Download Todoist smartwatches are the best in tasks that all take about, oh, five seconds. If we want to read
something long, we will get out of the phone. Or, in cases of dire need, crack a Open. But an Android wear watch is great for catching headlines. WeaRSS lets you add your favorite RSS feeds to your app interface, so you can read And a brief summary of articles. Then you can mark the ones you want to read later with a quick flick 'n' tap
gesture. It's a good way to wait a 90 seconds for a lift or dinner sandwich that's a bit more enjoyable. Free. Download WeaRSS Fancy Making Your Watch Sweat? You can turn it into a full web browser with the help of this app. And it really feels like a mobile phone web browser crammed onto your wrist. Yes, sometimes it can feel like
trying to fit a whole group of forex students into a London phone box: kind of weird and wrong, but in a slightly comic way. If you learn to adopt search terms instead of using slide-y virtual keyboard, it's practical. Suddenly browsing on your wrist isn't as crazy as it sounds. Free. Download web browser for Android Wear Humans don't need
a smartwatch, but they need to eat. Why didn't the two come together? TripAdvisor works just like a mobile app or website, allowing you to check out restaurants, attractions and hotels. All about being on-the-fly use, it lists the results by how far they are from their current situation. Choose a place and then you can see a quick summary of
user reviews. It doesn't go too far, though, leaving you to take mobile out of pocket if you want to read the full text of rants about your local dad Johns.Free. Download TripAdvisor Most smartwatch games are beyond awesome. They see developers holding you for reasons of playing the game, and usually give you a display that changes a
bit when tapping on the screen. Solitaire wear is different, though. This classic card game we know and love, is in all its glory. It's not a cut, you don't care to wait three hours between turns and it really works, as long as you have a smartwatch with a large-enough screen. A smartwatch game that's really fun? Who would have thought?
Free. Download Solitaire Wear Google's fitness platform isn't quite yet, but it's an ever-improving app that looks great and tracks fundamentals like steps and calories. All data is then synced to your phone or PC for further observation. Free. Download Google Fit Google like it's previously intended to wear watch watch just emails,
messages and so on seemed to be an extension of your phone, but clever developers are now taking it forward. Mini Dialer is a great example of this, it puts a phone dial pad right on your watch, so you can quickly get out and take a call without seeing your phone. £1.27. Download Mini Dialer Microsoft's Note Taking app is a worthy
Evernote opponent and being able to easily access notes from your wrist is a real-time saver. Voice action includes, so just say 'take a note' and you can start taking that milk later to remind yourself. Or something a little less obvious. Free. Download a note though it Only manchester city fans will be of interest, it still shows how other
teams in the future could possibly build in Android Wear support. Team sheets, match facts, goals goals The results are found in your watch, while you can also read match text commentary without unlocking your phone. Free. Download CityMatchday Wear Google Play Store may be the most obvious place to find all the stuff to stick to
your new Android Wear Watch, but that's not your only option. The Wear Store is a collection of all the best apps, games and watch faces, all categorized and easy to find. It features a look similar to Google Play, but the sorting and filtering options have been improved. Free. Download The good thing about the Watch with Wear Store
digital display is that you can customize the watchface. Ok, so the API for this is yet to reach developers, but apps like WearFaces – WatchFace Creators let you choose the style created by the app's partner user or build your own from scratch. Free. Download WearFaces Runtastic is a great option to turn your Android Wear smartwatch
into a fitness powerhouse. Using the wonders of GPS, Runtastic can track (in real time) your exercise regime, routed you to a personal diary of your workout diary. Free. Download Runtastic WearCalc says it all in the name. This is a calculator app you can use on your wrist, so there's no more access to your pocket for quick calculations.
Reminds us of the old Casio watch with all the buttons we always secretly wanted as a child. Free. Download WearCalc adds nothing to the 21st century like a web browser on a watch. Ok, so it might be a little fiddly, but you have to admit, it wasn't that long ago the computers were huge-great behemoths. Internet Browser Wear even has
the ability to pinch and zoom, use bookmarks and a mini keyboard for typing. Free. Download Wear Browser still looking for Mr. or Mrs. Right? The Android Wear version of Tinder can just help. Basically it lets you judge people on their look and bio (if they have one) from the comfort of your wrist. It also gives you notifications if a potential
lover is in touch. Free. Download Tinder Glamap is a handy Android and Android Wear app that lets you broadcast your location and stay in real time as long as you want, making it easy for a friend or family to get with you. Glanup broadcasts can be sent to text, email, Facebook or Twitter using any device with the web. Free. Download
Glaamp losing your phone is a nightmare. Luckily the Find My Phone Android Wear app lets you turn on alarm sound or vibration so that you can be quickly reunited. Until, of course, your phone was stolen and the thief is long gone. In which case, you'll need desktop Google software. Free. Download Find My Phone Welcome to our pick
of the best Android apps for Creative. On this page you will find the necessary downloads for designers, painters and artists. Modern Android devices - they tablet or Be – more powerful and feature-rich than ever, making them the tools they need for any digital creative. The fact that there is a huge - and growing - collection of Android To
bring that creative tool we'd usually expected to find on a PC in the palm of our hand, it means it's never been easier to create digital art on the go. Due to the vast range of apps on the Google Play Store, which are both paid-for and free, it can be difficult to pick the right ones where our list of the best Android apps for creative comes in.
We have designed the Play Store to find very good Android apps that can highlight your creativity. The best Android apps for creatives use the touchscreen of your Android device, while there is a user interface that is suited for small handheld smartphones and tablets. Our picks of the top Android apps also offer a variety of tools and
features that can make your digital art better than ever. So, read for our pick of the best Android apps for creative that you can download right now. Price: FREE. Developer: With desktop apps for CC users with useful features from AdobeMilistar to Illustrator UsersPleti, its vector app Adobe Illustrator Draw was launched on Android in
2016, but still it's almost the only reliable way to create vector images on mobile devices (unless you opt for a Windows-toting tablet). Illustrator Draw will be familiar to anyone used for your desktop sibling, and it doesn't scrip on features, including configurable pen tips, layers, merge options and more. Of course, Adobe hopes you'll use
Illustrator Draw with Creative Cloud subscription, and this is exactly how to get the most out of it, instantly license Adobe stock images in the app, with the ability to send your work to Illustrator and Photoshop CC, and publish directly to Behance.Download Illustrator Draprice. : Free. Developer: AutodeskNatural Drawing Experience170
Customizable Brushswistive Predictive StrokeAtosk is more famous for its class-leading 3D applications, but in SketchBook it has a powerful mainstream drawing application that has arguably the most natural drawing experience of all. Features include 170 customizable brushes, full PSD layer and blending support, and switching
professional strokes that turn your hand-drawn lines and sizes into crisp, precise forms. Paired with a top-spec Android device - especially with a stylus - SketchBook is probably the best free-drawing app. Price: FREE. Developer: AdobeVery is easy to use live-sync with Photoshop Ccnot subtle tweaks Are as good for The An app that
caters more for larger statements than nuances, Photoshop Mix lets you cut and combine elements from different images, mixing layers and make adjustments to your creations on your Android device. P.S. Mix majors on easily-use majors, and it syncs live with Photoshop CC which means that when you make a change on your phone, it
will immediately appear on your desktop. Useful, you Adobe With the plan can take advantage of all cc benefits, which delivers a fair bit on a full Creative Cloud subscription. Adobe Photoshop MixPrice: Free Download | Developer: Infinite Studio Studio 3D images with perspective tools infinite layers, Undo and Reddoon's Sean Breakfield
completely overhauled their SVG vector graphics app Infinite Design in 2016, and with the very latest update it's now a real alternative to Adobe's flagship Illustrator Draw. The infinite design, as the name suggests, features an infinite canvas (pan, zoom, or rotate), but also redo with infinite layers, infinite path editing, and infinite undo and
history slider. It has innumerable layer options; Translate, scale, rotate, flip, distort and change a tool to slant; Automatic size detection; grid for reference or snapping; But its exceptional feature is the ability to create 3D images with five perspective tools. In addition, there is a neat extra baked-in keyboard shortcut for users of Android
apps on Chromebook. Price: FREE. Developer: Any photo in a brushgreet for AdobeTurn CC users is one of the many sketching apps in our countdown, but Adobe's offering will lean to the top of the list of any Creative Cloud subscribers that belong to Adobe's suite of devices. However, this in itself is a great sketching app, which includes
features including blend mode, personality grid and natural drawing tool, as well as the ability to convert any photo into a brush using capture cc from within the app. Download Adobe Photoshop Sketch (Image Credit: Canvas) has been circulating as an online design tool from Canvas 2012, but has recently stepped in for Android – so
recently, in fact, that only press image that we can catch is the iPad version. Android is almost identical in terms of taste interface and features, which are excellent and plentiful respectively. A full graphic design suite can be used more than a cut-down photo editor, canvas can be used to create everything from logos to web mockups with
access to a huge library of templates, icons, photos and fonts, many of which are free, although 'premium' assets require in-app purchases. Price: FREE. Developer: AdobeTurns Sketch has never been easier for sketching on flyintergrets with Adobe Suites and Wireframes for sketching on flyintergreats with Adobe Suites and Wireframes
making with Adobe Comp. Using natural drawing gestures with your finger or stylus, you can sketch rough layouts and Adobe Comp will turn it into a crisp, professional mockup. Great for on-the-fly sketching during an ad hoc meeting or presentation, you can drag in vector shapes, images, colors and text styles, and then send your comps
on Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator, Indusine or Muse to finish in an instant on your desktop. (Image Credit: ibis Paint X) Price: From free. Developer: IBIS Mobile Inc. has a lot of features Guedids Free Taboos can interfere with Paint X is a drawing app that's very popular with digital artists, and it's easy to see why. It offers a large range of
tools including the option of 2,100 materials, 700 fonts and 142 brushes. It's the beginners There's also enough depth and the choice of tools to doodle something quickly on android device, but to satisfy professionals. The free version comes with a lot of ads, but there's a premium version that doesn't cost much (either through a one-off
payment of monthly subscriptions). Prime Membership offers some extra tools, so it's worth checking out. (Image Credit: Adobe) Price: From free. Developer: AdobeEC to Usewell Designs can be a little simpler for some designers, if you want to quickly and easily design posters and other graphics out of and about it, Adobe Spark Post:
Poster and Graphic Design Editor is definitely worth downloading – especially as it's a free version. In just a few taps you can quickly create a professional-looking poster. You have loads of templates to get started, and you can add your photos and text and add design filters to create striking artwork. While some people may find it a little
too simple, there's an astonishing amount of depth for the app, and with a little tweaking you can create personalized posters that stand out from the crowd. Its simplicity is also ideal for use on mobile devices, giving you some whip when you're on your way to work. Download Adobe Spark Post: Poster &amp; Graphic Design Editor Price:
From Free | Developer: AutoDeskView and Edit 2D and 2D DWG FileFree Trail AvailableSmuth, intuitive interfaceAdvans versions require monthly subscriptions If computer-aided drafting is your business, AutoDesk's AutoCAD app is the perfect mobile assistant. It brings your technical pictures to any Android phone or tablet, and includes
the ability to view and edit 3D and 2D DWG files. The smooth and intuitive interface is perfect for touchscreen format, and importantly you can work offline for site visits. When online, the app synchronizes with AutoCAD or AutoCAD LT on your desktop to ensure frequent workflows. AutoCAD is free to download to your phone, but, as a
serious tool befits, it will cost you £6/$5 per month for the premium version and double for AutoCAD Ultimate, which adds 100GB of cloud storage and 40MB maximum file size. Price: FREE. Developer: Infinite Studio Mobile80+ Brush PresetPhotoShop-compatible Layer 3DPopular Appspvise Scenes for iOS and desktop painting app
Procreate has not travelled to Android, but not afraid – Infinite Painter is here to provide the same experience, and arguably a better one. More than 80 brush presets are available, or you can create your own, and there are Photoshop-compatible layers and mixing modes. You can create 3D images with five perspective views, and it has
plenty of tools: transform tools, pattern tools, liqify tools, gradients and pattern fills, and you can easily rotate and flip the infinite canvas. Download Infinite PainterPrice: $1.99/night Developer: Koskami Gamesap VR PaintingsStrenstily Addictive Limited Brush/Color Options Painting Action How to Try Is Funny If You Are 3D Looking for
experience In virtual reality ... You'll need Google's Tilt Brush software, an extremely expensive workstation and HTC Vive or a similar VR headset. Paint VR is a lot of fun, though- an app to enjoy with your Android phone and a budget/bundle headset like Google Daydream or Samsung Gear VR. Well, it's incredibly simple to choose from
a standard color wheel and a basic set of brushes, and the painting action is pretty weird, but it's weird addictive fun trying to create with such limitations — like using MS Paint with a cheap mechanical mouse in the 1990s. Price: FREE. Developer: Softrule Developments Imagefis fonts let you see looking out and around which 150,000+
fonts find my font is the original font-recognition software, in which you'll import photos to discover the fonts used – or a visually similar equivalent. Turning this clever tool into a mobile app opened its horizon and allowed hungry designers of the type to snap any pieces of type into the wild and immediately search similar to use in design
projects. With a database of over 150,000 fonts, the Android app can identify connected or fragmented characters and claim to get accurate matching results that are up to a mere 20px text height. Price: FREE. Developer: AdobeUse AI is a real Swiss Army knife of apps designed to suggest similar fontcrete geometric patterns based on
my images based on CCAdobe Capture, which helps you view or sketch anything in vectors, materials, brushes and shapes for use in your projects. The capture also uses Adobe's Advance AI Tech to recognize type sizes and suggest visually similar fonts, create geometric patterns from any image, and create color palettes from any
photo in an instant. And in conjunction with the Creative Cloud account, your creations are instantly available in all the Adobe desktop apps you use. Download Adobe Capture CCPrice: $1.99/£1.50. Developer: Exporting Early Watermelons Only PNGPaperless as a Basic Digital Sketchbooklast Updated 2013 is a solid, simple app for
Android tablets that lets you draw and paint with pencils, watercolors, feather ink and brushes. A range of basic tools are available, including eraser tools, paint bucket tools and color picker tools, and usefully you can set line thickness, size, opacity and smoothing. Paperless may not be your only drawing app, and unfortunately its last
update was in 2013 which states that it won't be developed further, and you can only export to PNG, but as a straightforward digital sketchbook it works well. Price: FREE. Developer: Valentin MayamsinExcellent Tool Picker Haihai Responsive Drawing Engine Sketcher Prois Basic Sketching App features 12 brushes, color picker and
eraser, but the user interface here is the real winner, as Sketcher Free enjoys an excellent tool picker and the beautifully responsive drawing engine is actually a much-vaunted web-based sketchy tool from Mr. Dob. This version of Free to download, but you can splash $0.99/£0.80 for Sketcher Pro and enjoy additional features like
adjustable canvas size and ability to pan/zoom. Price: FREE. Developer: D9d9Create and export color palettes From Select colors predetermined palletsmember porter, from the imagelot of Adobe's color-picking app? The developer of color reference does, and that's why this app is perfect for those who are less affected by Adobe's
transformation of Porter into browser-based Color CC. Color reference lets you create and export color palettes, and offers the ability to select colors from imported images and a wealth of auto-generated palette. A little fun wallpaper maker, which allows you to design wallpapers for your phone based on your color palette. Price:
$7.99/£4.99. Developer: Use the export palette to use in CC apps in access to Pantone from the X-Rite, inbuilt-in-imageexport palette, the MyPantone app lets you quickly see the reference number of pantone colors by creating color palettes on the move, cleverly extracting pantone colors from images and if you're out and about. You can
export pallets for use in Adobe's Creative Cloud apps (and QuarkExpress). At a percentage shy of $8, it's expensive for an Android app (which is usually free), but the Pantone Color Library is not an in-app purchase to worry about built-in and access, you're getting good value. Price: FREE. Developer: Palm rejection in Artflow Studio Griet
UIIntuitive drawing is rated only two layers in the original appupgrade for Pro for more features The highly rated Artflow app is an evergreen entry in our app lists, mainly because it gets two essential basics of the interface and the drawing feels so perfect. It's user-friendly and simple, but that doesn't mean childish and basic – Artflow is
definitely a tool that professional designers will find useful. It supports resolutions of up to 4096×4096 pixels, and its clever 'palm rejection' feature means it will never mistake your relaxing hand for your sketching. You get access to 20 devices with the free version, plus only two layers and six levels of undo, but upgrade to Pro and you'll
find your toolkit with 70 brushes, infinite undo, 16 layers and much more besides. Price: $3.41/£2.12. Developer: ARTE ExperienceStylish controls the history of designIntuitive typography: Rider is a stylish platform game that also teaches you about typography. In true typographic form you control a stomach, act as a link pair of dots, and
the action jumps with a selection of simple left, right and intuitive control plans to work. With the landscape formed in part of the letterform from different typefaces, the levels themselves are typographically themed. As you progress through the history of typography, you meet new typefaces and know their letterform, often as soon as you
fall from their edge Fall until your death. Related Articles: Articles: Articles:
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